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Ih'TRODUCTION

The calculation
of the equilibrium
composition
of a chewcal
system at
high temperature
has application
in several fields,
including
the theoretical
The six-element
problem concerning
study of rocket propellent
performance.
carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen,
chlorine
and aluminium has been programmed
for the Mercury computer, and although the programmes were written
with special
reference
to rocket propellents
it is considered
they have wider application.
The Mercury programmes are the main subJect of this report,
but an earlier
programme for the Deuce computer 1s described
in Appendix 5.
Since the original
publication
of tills report,
as R.A.E. Technical
some
changes
have
been
made
to
the
six-element
programmes.
In
Note Math. 88,
particular,
the pressures cor.sidered in the calculations
concerning
isentropic
expansions (oases 4 and 5) can be chosen by the user, and in fact, a series of
expansions (or compressions)
to selected pressures can be calculated.
Formerly,
only expansions to one atmosphere were considered.
It may be of Interest
to note that a later programme is nom available
to
calculate
the equilibrium
composition
of u general system which 1s not restricted
This programme (R.A.E. 283) can be used on either
to the present six elements.
the Mercury or Atlas computers, but for large chemical systems Atlas 1s more
suitable.
At present, equilibrium
compositions
at speclfled
temperature
and
pressure,
or at specified
enthalpy and pressure,
are calculated,
but the programme is being further
developed.
Fig.1 of the original
be of general interest.
2

report

has been omitted

as it

is not considered

to

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THZ PROBLEM

In this section we consider,
in general terms,
Mercury programmes can be applied,
before proceeding
description
in the following
sections.

the purposes to which the
to a more detailed

The performance
parameters of a rocket propellent
can be computed from its
physical
and chemical properties,
provified
that certain
assumptions are made as
to the nature of the products of combustion.
The programme descrlbed
in this
Note was made for this analysis in the case of propellents
containing
the
oxygen and aw selection
from chlorine,
nitrogen,
elements carbon, l@rogen,
aluminium and a non-reactive
additive.
Although the programme was not designed
to work on mixtures containing
only oxygen ana hydrogen, satisfactory
results
are also obtained for ths case.
The range of temperature
to whwh the programmes may be applied is from 5C@IC to 5000%.
The composition
of the propellent
is specified
by an atom ratio for each
element present,
i.e. the ratio of the number of atoms of each element to the
number of atoms of l@zogen$.
For a propellent
containing
all SIX elements,
"Propellents
are often specified
by percentage
weights of chemical compounds.
Appendix 4 gives a description
of a programme which accepts data in this form ana
computes from it the atom ratios
which are required
as input to this programme.
-3-

the existence of twenty-three
equilibrium
is considered.

products

of combustion

in a state

of chemical

The quantities
involved
in the computations
are the amounts of these
products of combustion together
with the folloning
properties
of the efflux:
pressure,
temperature,
enthalpy,
entropy, molecular
weight, speclrlc
volume
and specific
heat.
Depending on which applxatlon
of the programme is required,
different
Items in this list arc postulated
as conditions
of the reaction,
whilst the
remainder are computed from the composition
of tho efflux.
The programme may be employed 111 any of the ways described in the
following
five paragraphs.
The numbers glvcn to the paragraphs
are included
in the input data so as to direct the programme thmugh the path appropriate
to the selected application.
(I)
This is the sxnplest applxatlon
of the programme.
The pressure and
temperature
are specified,
and the computation finds the products of combustion and some thermodynamic proporties
of the system under conditions
of
chemical equilibrium.
The principal
use for this application
is in the
construction
of i - V (Enthalpy - Specific Volume) charts.
An example of
such a chart, from Ref.1, is shown in P1g.2.

(2)
The primary purpose here is to determine the combustion temperature,
assuming isenthalpic
conditions.
The prossure and the enthalpy of the
together with an estimate of the comconstituents
at 25% are specified,
bustion temperature.
The computation
is basically
tho same as in case 1,
but involves
an extra iteration
in whxh the temperature
is adJusted until
the resulting
enthalpy of the produots of combustion is equal to that of the
unburnt constituents.
(3)
This applxation
is of a similar nature to case 2 above, except that
equilibrium
conditions
are required
at a particular
entropy instead of
enthslpy.
The pressure and entropy are specified
and the programme adJusts
the estimate of temperature
until
the entropy of the products of combustion
reaches the required
value.
(4)
Here the progrsmmo is used to determine the specific
Impulse of a
propellent
when chemical equilibrium
is maintained
throughout
an isentropic
expansion to an exhaust pressure of one atmosphere absolute.
The specific
impulse is computed from the change in enthalpy between i;hc combustion
chamber and the exhaust.
Case 4 must follow a case of type 2, for it is
case 2 which provides
the entropy value for the low pressure equilibrium
and
the initiel.
enthalpy from which the specific
impulse is found.
Apart from
the derivation
of this data and. the small additional
calculation
involved,
case 4 1s essentially
the same as case 3, in that 8 target entropy is achieved
by an iterative
procedure based on temperature.
(5)
This is also a calculation
of speclflc
impulse, but the assumption is
made that the expansion from the combustion chamber to an exhaust pressure
of one atmosphere is so rapid that no chemical changes can take place.
In

-4-

other words the chemical composition
at the exhaust is identical
to that in the
combustion chamber.
The term "frozen composition"
is used to describe this
concept.
'The caee
5 calculation
must
follow
immediately
after
the case 2 to
The
results
of
case
5
comprise
only
the
thermodynamic
which it relates.
properties,
the composition
being by deflnltion
in identical
proportion
to that
given by case 2.
The expansion from the rocket chamber to the exhaust is unlikely
to occur
under either
of the ideal assumptions made in case l+ or 5, but both oalculations
are often required
as they give the bounds betlveen which the practical
results
should occur.
There is another calculation
that is sometimes requlrcd
when an isentropio
expansion is considered.
As the provision
of this extra feature
increases
the
computing time by a factor of about ten, it has been made available
in a
separate version
of the progrcmmme, !%ihich is used only when this additional
computation
is thought to be really
necessary.
The calculation,
which is
described in section 9, determines
the "discharge
coefficient";
this coefficient
is proportional
to the maximum value of the ratio of flow velocity
to
The pressure and temperature
flow specific
volume attained
during
expansion.
at which this maximum occurs arc also determined,
end these are termed the
throat,prcssurc
and temperature.
An equivalent
flow characteristic,
termed
"characteristic
velocity"
in the field
of liquid
propellcnt
rocketry,
is
designated
by the symbol Cu. However, tho symbol CD and the term "discharge
coefficient",
as used in the solid propellant
rocket field,
are used bore.
CD and C' are related by C* I g/CD, Ihero g is the acceleration
due to gravity.
3

THE NATURE OF TILE EQUATTONSTO BE SOLVED

The products of' combustion that clro thought to play a riominant part in the
chemical reactions
wure chosen by B.P.E.
This decision
was made from wall
aided by spectrographic
analysis
established
knowledge of work in this fseld,
of flames in the laboratory.
In order to consider these products of combustion,
it is necessary for certain thermodynnmic data to be provided.
In fact, for
each item a table was suppliod giving
enthal.py and entropy values from 300%
of the way in which this data is
to 5000'K at intervals
of lOOOK. The dctnlls
employed is given in Section 4.
Before considering
the complete set of equations which arc involved
in
this problem, it may bo helpful
to consider the typos of relationships
that are
used.
The products are assumed. to bo in a state
equations can be fonncd expressing
relationships
constituents
present in the combustion.
For exsmplc,

of chemical equilibrium
and so
between the amounts of the

the reaction
H2 + CO,+

-5-

H20 + CO

will give the following
equation,
in which the partial
pressure of one item
The brackets
18 cxpresscd in terms of the others by the law of mess action.
around the chemical symbols arc used to indicate
the partial
pressures of
those items.

(If2)
K is the equilibrium
of the reactIon.

constent,

(H20) (CO)
= K (~02)

t‘ne value

of which varies

with the tempereture

There
1s a limit
to the number of such equations whxh can be usefully
considered.
If the system contained r clement8 and produced n kinds of
constituents
IP. the efflux,
then there would be (n-r)
non-redundant
equations
of this type.
For example, U-J a three element system of ctzrbon, hydrogen and
oxygen, let us suppose that altogether
there we ton products of combustion
to be considered,
comprising
the three or~g~nal,elements
in thclr monatomic
form and seven new products.
There will be seven non-redundant
equations;
these could be constructed
in a variety
of ways, but the equation8 bclon nre
constructed
by expressing each of the new products xn terms of the basic
constituents.

c+

o+co

c -I 20 F-co2
C + l+H ;=* CH
4
o+
or==02
Ot

HdOH

0 + 2H-t"
H+

Ii20

H,=H2

The particular
reactions
considered
TL~the problem are not all in the
In all cases,
above form, in which only atoms appear on the left hand side.
however, (n-r)
non-redundant
equation8
can bo constructed.
In addition
to those equations of chemical equilibrium,
there are also
i.e. the materiel
present in the propelled
equations of material
balance;
will be found in exactly the same quentitles
in the products of combustion.
For example, the atom ratio of oxygen to hydrogen of the propellcnt
will equal
containing
the ratlo of the sum of the partxl
pressures of tho constituents
oxygen,to the sum of tho partxd
pressures of the constituents
containing
hydrogen; providing
these partial
prossuros are weighted according to the
number of oxygen or hydrogen atoms respectively
in the molecules of the constituent
gases*.
!Fhc notation
CO, CH etc. vrjll be used to denote the weighted
sum of the partial
pressures of the constituents
for the respeotivo
elements.
*It is assumed that
Charles.

all

gases are ideel,
-6-

1.~.

they obey the laws of Boyle and

The materzal balance equations
sllorm above would be ss follows:(CO) + 2(C02)
i

4(CIi4)

+ 2(02)

for

the carbon,

+ (OH) + (H20) + (0)

+ (OH) + 2(H20)

= CO/CH = O/H

+ 2(H2)$---

(CO)+ (C02) + (CH4)+ (C)
4(CH4) + (OK) + 2(H20)
Yhe symbolism
of the propelled.

k~~3~ogcn, oxygen system

O/H, C/H etc.

+ 2(H2) + (H)

= CC/CH

1s used to represent

= C/H .

the given

atom ratios

There will be (r-l)
equations
of this nature in a general system, giving
a total of (n-l)
equations to descrlbo the Nnounts of n products of oombustlon.
The particular
solution
required
is the one for whxh the sum of the partial
pressures of these gnscs in cherlicd
oqudibrium
3.5 cquzl to a prescribed
emountthe pressure specified
in the Input date.
.

c

The system considered
so far has beon canf~ncd to gaseous products of
combustion.
However, cert;un products may bo present ~1 a solid or liquid
phase.
The carbon referred
to in the previous
paragraphs was assumed to be
gaseous;
xe will now discuss the trentment
if it is also considered
to exist
in the solid form.
'i%c existence of a condensed phaso (solid or liquid)
is
indicated
if n mass action equation shows a partial
pressure of the gaseous
phase greater
than its saturated
vapour prc-ssure at that temperature.
When
this occurs, the saturated
vapour pressure is the measure of the gaseous
content,
anti the amount of tho condensed phase may be found from the
appropriate
material
bslancc equation.
In the case of carbon, the number of
gram-atoms of solid carbon can be cakxitatcd
from:-

c(sA3.d)

=

i.e. the amount of carbon present
the gasoous proFiucts.

21-I . C/H - CC(gasoouc)
in the mixture

.

minus the amount contained

Hence
'(solid)

4(CH4) + (OH) + 2(H20)

=

+ 2(H2) + (H)

c

. C/H
I

- [(co) t (co2)t (CH&)+ (cgaJ]
where (C

gas

) is the saturated

vapour

pressure
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at the appropriate

temperature.

by

The justification
for assessing the condensed phase in terms of
partial
prcssuros is that the volume of gas involved
is taken to be BT
(Universal
Gas Constant x Absolute Temperatwo).
Hence from the ideal gas
equation,
PV = nRT, the partial
prossurc of a gas is numerically
the same
as n, the number of gram molecules of the gas.
4

l?IE EVALUATION W TIE E0UILIBRJUld CONSTANTS

'The equations descrlbcd
in the prcv-~ous section must be solved at a
specific
temperature,
as the equilibrium
constants involve5
in those
equations arc functions
of tcmperaturc.
These constants are derzvoa
v&thin
the programme
as described
in the following
paragraphs whenever a temperature
ohange is involved
in the computation.
the Rocket Propulsion
Establishment
For each product of combustion,
provided
tabulated
data connecting enthalpy I, in calories/no1
and
temperature
T in degrees Ktilvin.
Polynomials
wro fitted
to these tabular
values by a least squares method, but an abcissa of t = T/1000 was used so
that the coefficients
stayed within a manageable range.
The order of the
polynomial
fitted
could be varied and for each set of coefficients
produced,
The lowest order polynomials
which
the maximum residual
error was recorded.
gave errors not exceeding 2 calories/m01
war0 the ones chosen to roprcscnt
the enthalpy functions
of each product of combustion.
Appendix 2 gives the coefficients
of the polynomials
that are used..
They were punched on what is called t'ne main data tape, which is described
in Section 10. It can be seen that to achieve this high accuracy of better
than 2 calories/mol
in the discrepancy hetnecn the polynomial
representation
rather large orders of fit
of entholpy and the tables which were provided,
had to be employed.
Mth a polynomial
of high order there is a danger that,
while providang
a good fit at the data points,
the polynomial
values will
oscillate
ahout the presumed smooth curve between them. As the polynomials
hnvc to be differentiated,
this type of behaviour
could not be tolerated.
In consequence the follou$ing
examination
was made.
Interpolaticn
with every four successive values in the basic data
(which is given at every lOOoK) was used to provide values at the 50% points
in the temporaturc
range.
These results
wore compared
with those produced
by using the polynomial
roprcscntation
of cnthnlpy and close agreement was
found.
The order of the discrepancies
xas 0.05; of the change in enthnlpy
due to a 50% change ln temperature.
On this evidence,
the assumption was
made that the kind of errors sometimes associated with fittirg
high order
polynomials
would not arise in this problem.
Entropy vclues
for
e?ch product of combustion are also required
in
order to evaluate
the equilibrium
constants.
At a reference
pressure the
entropy for temperature
T can be evaluated
from
the following
relationship
T
s =
$ $$ dT + S29a
J
298
where S2y8 as the entropy at 298% and at the refer-once pressure.

-a-

This expression
polynomial
as follws:.

I

can bo evaluate&

by using

the enthalpy-temperature

=

a, + a, t + a* t* + aj t3 + . . . . . + a

=

a

aI T
+-+-+
0
105

a2

T2

,06

p3
,09

+ . ..*.

n t"

+ cn
IO 3n

therefore
1
T

8s
z

nan T("-2)
+ ... .. +

=

103n

therefore
a, log T + 2 a2,T
s

=

na

+ 3 a3 T2 + 4 a4 l.J
+ .*...

IO3

lob

2.109

,(n-l)

+

+ C'

3.1012

t(“-l 1
= &(a,

.

106

105t

+ 2 a2t

+ q

where C' 1s the constant term corresponding
plus the contribution
of Szg8.

+ I+ ";

to the lower

t3

. . + q--&-j

lint

+ C'

of lntegratlon

The programme eve.l.uates
-2-r
,ooo

, a,
s.

log

t + 2 a*t

+ 3 a3t2/2

+ . . . . . + nap-')/(n-1)

+ S'

.

3

The data for entropy and temperature
wzs dso provided
in tabular form, and
the constant S' ~3~s chosen so as to pinknsc
the mean deviation
of the
calculated
nnl: tabular
entropy values.
However, this deviation
was found to
be so nearly constant throughout
the temperature
range that the deterodnatlon
df S' could be made quite adequately from the inspectlon
of a few spot points.
In general the enthalpy curves we smooth. Ho~w.wr, in the oase of the
condensed phase of aluminium ,oxlde, Al 0
there is a discontinuity
at the
2 3'
temperature
where it changes fx,orn n solid to a liquxl
state.
Initially
this
problem was met by providing
a polynomial. to represent
each part of the curve,
and the values of I and S wore calculated
from whichever of these polynomials
applied at the temperature
under consideration.
Thxs wae not found to be
entirely
satlsfxtory,
and it was deWlea to use linear
interpolation
between
the values from the two polynomials,
over a w&L1 temperature
range either
sldo

-Y-

of the melting point;
in fact +20%.
This treatment was considered
give a fair
approximation
to the true behaviour
in this region.

to

Titanium oxide, Ti02, was the catalyst
originally
included in the
6-element combustion problem, and like A120j it has a melting point well
within the range
here again, two
for temperatures
differ
slightly
vnthout altering
be supplied
for

of temperature
polynomials
are
tithin
20% of
so as to allow
the prograzxae.
the additive.

for which the programme is applicable.
So
used with linear
interpolation
between them
the melting point.
The programming details
the non-rcactlve
additive
to be changed
Section 10 describes the data which must

Having established
a roetnod for obtaining
the values of enthslpy and
entropy for each combustion product,
the computation
of the equilibrium
constants may now be discussed,
as these are functions
of the entropy and
enthalpy of the individual.
items taking part in the chemical reaction
under
consideration.
For the reaction
HOtCO--H2+C02
2
the mass action

equation

,

is

CH21
(co2)
% = ,(H26)*
Such constants oan be evaluated
by using the fact that at constant
temperature
and prossure the "free energy" of R reactive
system is a minimum
at equilibrium.
The "free energy" is the susuaation of terms involving
the
enthalpy,
entropy and pressure for each of the components in the reaction.
This minimum condition
requires
that
C(ST - I - BT IogoP)

= 0

end hence

“[’ Tzs This defines

the value

log K4 = $

(Sh
c

2

where R is the universal

$ SI

= I: log P = log K .
3

of the equilibrium

constants.

In particular

+ SCC
1 - $ OH* + Ice i IH o - Ico)]
2 - 'H20 - SC0
2
2
gas constant,

198719

- 10 -

cal/mol

deg. K.

An example of sn equation where the items are not confined
to single
molecules should clarify
the derivation
of tho equilibrium
constants.
The
reaction
2 co**
gives

a mass action

2 co + o*

,

equation

KS =

m2(02)
-(co,)2

’

where
log,

KG = $
c

i

(2 SC0 + S - * so;, 1 - $ (2 ICO + IO - 2 ICO )
23
2
O2

.

Equilibrium
reactlou
between the oonlicn~od and gaseous phases of a
compound provide
another type of equation.
For example let us consCier the
equilibrium
between alumx-uun oxide ,?nd its vapour

In this

case the value

of

ii c ' solid
is equal to the logarithm
heterogeneous
equilibrium,
1.e.

- 'gas

- S ('solid

- 'gas) 3

of the saturated
vapour pressure
(svp) for this
the amount of solul present having no effect,
K19

= A12°3(~~p)

.

The equilibrium
constants associated
wth reactions
concerning
the
aluminium products RM constructed
using the enthnlpy and entropy of the
condensed phase of A120j.
The justifxation
for this and the applioatlon
the constants in the mass action equations will become apparent in the
following
sections.

of

In view of the fact that it is possible to alter the scheme of combustion
in certain
cases, the details
of computing the equilibrium
constants are
explained
in Appendix 3. The only change requested so far hns been to a
carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, potassium system.

- 11 -
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5

THE REACTIONS CONSIDERED IN TIIE COIviBUSTI~N

The follorting
In the problem.

list

Gaseous products

(solid

co

co2

Condensed phases
The suffix

shows the products

of combustion
CH
4
H

H2°
OH

Ii2
0

N

HCl

AlCl

AlC13

c12
AlOCl

Al0

Al2o

A1203(w)

'(solid)

A120j(solid

or liquid)

or liquid)

till

that

ckas)
O2
NO

N2

in future

are considered

Cl
%Y.s)

be abbroviatod

to (s,l).

Two separate versions
of the programme have been made whaoh allow the
non-reactive
additive
to be considered in either
a condense& state or in a
gaseous state.
There is no provision
for an additive
which undergoes a
of the programme dealing
change of state from liquid
to gas, but the version
with an additive
in the condensed state allow
a solid/liquid
change.
It is assumed that the partial
pressure of aluminium will not roach
the saturated
vapour pressure and hence the existence
of condensed aluminium
is not considered.
However B check has been included
in ihe programme and
an indication
is given if this assumption is incorrect.
(This check is
referred
to In Sections 6 and 12.)
The reactions
considered
in the combustion have been selected to fit
into the iterative
scheme of solution
employea.
The iterative
scheme 1s
based on three quantities:
the partial
prcssure of 1120, the ratio of the
partial
pressures of CO, and CO, and the partial
pressure of HCl. In
consequence, the react&s
have been chosen so that, as far as possible,
each equilibrium
constant is oxpressod in terms of these three quantities
and one other product of combustion.
The reactions
and their associated mass-action
equations are listed
below.
The nomonolsture
for the equilibrium
constants wx.11 be used throughout the rest of this Note.
1.

c(solid)+C(gas)

2.

2CO+;C02+H20+2

5 = (csw)
(CO2)3'2
CO2 + + CH
4
-

12 -

(CH4)1'2

K2 =
(H20) (CO) 2

3.

C

+ co*+2

4.

II20 + CO&H2

5.

; Hz0 + $ CO.==\11 + ; CO2

K5 =

6.

2 co2 742

KS =

7.

; H20 + ; C'12,-OH

a.

;02+o

9.

; N2 + ; o2 &NO

IO.

;N2,"N

11.

2

gas

co

K3=-*)

+ CO2

K4

(If,)(co2)
= o(CO)

I;

.

5

co + o2

.

(co)2(02)
(co2j2

(OH)(co)1’2
K7= (H20)“2 (co,)‘/’

+ $ CO

K

10

=

(H2d

HCl + C02,-=;:H20 + CO + Cl2

K

j1

(co)

(C12)

=

(Hd(C02)
(Cl)

12.

13.

(Ii)(co2)1’2

K12

iA10

2 3(s,l)

,.'.y-.

'_I/
+HC1+CO&02t2
1 H~0 + AlCl
.
.,ir c-:
.

=

(c12p2

K,3 =

(C0,)(H20)"2
(AlCl)
(HCl)(CO)
(AlC13) (H20)3'2

14.

$tO
2 3(s , 1) + 3 -c-T
HCl~+!xH2~~+hlCl
"
5 ,-~ --

-

3

13 -

K14

=

(HC1)3

15.

"15

(cop2 (Al)
=
(COP
(co2 )I’2 (Alo)

16.

K,6

18.

%3 =

%Vp)

K19 =

@-2'3

19.

.

= -

(co)1'2

m2°3(s,l)

-%03(gas)

svp)
.

+ HCl.==AlOc,l

20.

+ 3 H20

K20

(A10Cl)(H20)1'2
(HCl)
=

Equations (13) to (17) end (20) all describe reactlons
condensed Al 0 and another aluminium product.

*

concerning

23

The amount of condensed A120J can have no part in a mass action
equation;
the gaseous oquillbrium
is between the saturated vapour and the
listed sbcve for the equilibrium
constants
other gases. The relationships
and
K20
are
derived
by
combining
the
equilibrium
relation
between
K13 tc %7
Consider,
condensed Al 0 and its vapour vrith each of the gasccus equilibria.
23
for exsmple, equation (16), namely:+ A1203 + ; co ,+ $ co2 + Al.0

ths gaseous equilibrium

With A1203 present in a ccn&msea form,
is:(co2P2

(Alo)

K =
w1'2

*

m203

- 14 -

svpP'2

constant K

(ii)

.

log K = 1 J-L s CO2 + 'AlO - F' s CO - 7' sN20j(svp)
R ~2
1 I
- Ti ( ;i ho*

Equation

(19)

'I

+ kL0

- -5

'I

co

- -5

A1203(,vp)

)I

-(iii)

is:-

giving
K,y

= @2’3

““y)

-s
1%K,y= 1RcsxLo
t’1203(~~p)
2 3(3,1)
xen~e,

from equations

(ii)

ma (v),

-1
A1203b,l)

we have:(co2P2

(Alo)

(coy2
and from equations

(iii)

and (vi),

log
(KC2) =ik{(i%02
+SAlo
-sSC0
-2sA120,(s,1))
1
- T

The torn

(K K,l'2)

(

1
-5 Go2

is denoted by K,6'in

+ IAlo

'I

- F

the previous

'I

co - 7

A1203(s,l)

)I

'

list.

The equilibrium
constants K,3 to %7 and I& me derived using the entropy
but when the equilibrium
constants are
and enth,ilpy of A1203 solid or liquid;
expressed as ratios
of pnrtie.l pressures
then Al 20 3 does not occur explicitly.
the partial
pressures of all
Conversely,
from these mess action equations,
aluminium products
(with the exception of A120j) can now bo expressed (~5
-

15 -

the

functions
of en equilibrium
constant and the three basic quantities
on which
the iterative
scheme depenk.
This, of course, simplifies
the solution.
However, the assumption has been made that Al205 exists in condensed form.
If during the iterative
process it becomes apparent that this is not so,
and that Al 0 exists in gaseous form only, then different
reactions
must
23
be considered
and a different
scheme of solution
employed (see Section 7).
6

THE PROCFIDUREUSED IN TIlE: MAIN COMPUTAIION

The "main computation"
described here is the derivation
of the partieJ
pressures of the gaseous products of combustion,
and the amounts of the
components in a condensed state, which satisfy
the equations described in
Sections 3 and 5. In other words, the problem is to find the components
of a chemical system in equilibrium,
whose collective
composition
is that
of the propellant,
and such that the sum of the partial
pressures equals
the value specified
in the input data.
The procedure is based on using estimates for the partial
or the ratio between partial
pressures of certain
components.
which are estimated are:y

= the partial

a

q

x

pressure

of steam

the ratio of the partial
pressures of
carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide

= the partial

pressure

of hydrogen

chloride

pressures,
The quantities

=

(H20)

=

(co,)/(co)

=

(HCl)

The estimates are themselves derived by the prcgranme, by assuming
that the combustion is a simple system involving
only 1120, COS, CO, HP, N2
and HCl in the gaseous state and Al 0 in the condensed state.
23
The first
phase of' the ccmputaticn
is the adjustment
of the HCl estimate
by an iterative
process until the calculated
ratio Xl/CH agrees with the
ratio Cl/Ii specified
in the input data.
To do this it is necessary to
evaluate
the partial
pressures of all the products which contain chlorine
or hydrogen, and also, as is shown later,
all the products kich contain
carbon.
The partial
pressures
equations
(4), (5) and (7)

of KS, H and OH can be found
(Section 5).

We have
(H2)

= K4 y/a

(H) = K5b/a)’
(OH)

= x_i(ay)'

-
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1
.

directly

from

NOW
CH =

(HCl)

+ 2(H20)

+ %(H2) + (H) + (OH) + 4(CH4)

and the only item in this expression
which has not yet been found is the
partial
pressure of CH
Jn order to obtain this partial
pressure it is
4'
necessary to colculatr
the amounts of all'the
carbon prorlucts.
The "carbon calculation"
consists essentially
of expressing
the various
carbon products m terms of the partJa1 pressure of CO. The carbon to h,ydroeen
material
balnnco can then bo used dir*ectly
to find the value of the partxit
pressure of CO, and when this value is substituted
back in the expressions
for
the other carbon products this 'completes the "carbon calculation".
However,
this calculation
is invalidated
if solid carbon IS present.
This condition
exists if the calculated
partml
pressure of C
exceeb its saturated
vapour
pressure.
In this case the calculated
(Cgas) !?replnced
by (Csvp).
The
partial
pressure of CO and hence those of the other carbon products are
recalculated
from (Csvp).
9IIC muterr~l
balance equation
is now used to
determine the amount of solid carbon present.
The "carbon

calculation"

From the expression

for

can be shown as follows.

"a" and equations

(co2)

(2) and (3)

= a(c0)

(i)

22
(CH4)

(cg3J
where A and B represent

= 5

(CO)

(co)

= *

KY/a'

and l/d3

e

A(C0)

(ii)

a B(C0)

(iii)

respectively.

Now
(CO) + (C02)

c

H =

=

+ (CH4)

+ (C as)

(IICl)

+ Z(H20)

+ 2(H2) , (If) t (OH) + 4(CH 4 )

(IICl)

(CO) !I + a + A + B]
t 2(H20) t 2(If2) + (II) + (OH) + 4A(CO)

giving

- 17 -

(iv)

i ~(IiCl.) + 2(H20)
(co)

+ 205)

=

+ (H) + (OH)]

.

(VI

l+a+A+B-l+A;
This value of' (CO) from
and ZH is evaluated.
then

If

(cga,)

(v)

is substituted

as calculated

from

(iii)

in equations
exceeds (C svp)

(i),

(Ii.)

end (iii),

given

by equation

(i),

(cg,,) = (cs,)
and x-e-arranging

equation

(iii)

we have

(co) = “K3(csvp) *
Equations (i)
revised value
Equation

and (ii) are now re-evaluated
for CH is obtained.
(iv)
C
-

H

is modified
(CO)

+ (C02)

to include
+ (CHq)

=

to give

solid
+ (Csvp)

(CO2) and (CHq) and a

oarbon:+ (Csolia)

,ZH

ana hence

+ (CF$+)
+ (Csw)jccsolia) = ; .Ei- [(CO)+ (C02)
Ve have now reached the stage at which the partial.
pressures of all the
hydrogen boarin
products have been found (by a calculation
involving
the
carbon products 7 . The first
phase of the computation
is continued with the
evaluation
of the partial
pressures of the chlorine
products.
Equations
(II),
(12),
(13),
(14) and (20) give:-

-
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(ClJ

= K,., ; (Hd2

(Cl)

= K,*(C12)$

(NC11
WC13)

=

3

-,:;HT,
Y3 *

(AlOCl)

K20(11c1)
=-T--’

Y-

These vttlues
Xl
and the ratio

arc then substituted
=

(HCl)

ZCl/ZH

+ *(cl*)

in
t (Cl)

+ (AlCl)

+ 3blCl3)

+ (mm

,

is computed.

There is no doubt that initxdly
there will be a large dxscrepancy between
The estxnate of the partial
this quantity
ad the speclfiod
Cl/II value.
there 1s agreement to within an
pressure of HCl must be ad,justea, until
acceptable
limit.
A second value of ZCl/.?X is obtaincii using a slightly
interpolation,
based on the last
incroasod vdue of HCl. Subsequently linear
two values found, is used to obtain further
trial
values of (HCl), until a
satisfactory
result for Xl/CH is found.
Each interpolated
value of HC1 is examined in the programme to ensure
that it is positive;
a negative
value would be rejected
and replaced by half
Such precautions
are taken In other szmllar procedures
the previous
value.
throughout
the programme.
The first
phase of the calculation
has produced the partial
pressures
compatible with the C/H and Cl/H ratios
oi‘ the propellent,
but those pressures
are based on estimates
of (H20) and (CO,)/(CO).
In the second phase of the
calculation
the estimate of (CO,)/(CO),
or 'a'l, is n&lusted until
the ratio
CO/CH from the calculated
partial
pressures agrees mth the O/H ratio
specified
for the propelled.
All the xcmainlng products of combustion are involved
in
this calculation,
and for every value of "a" that is tried the previous
iterative
procedure to find the partial
pressure of HCl must be completed.

- 19 -

In the determination
of the value of "a" corresponding
to the O/H
ratio of the propellent,
there are two other material
balance equations to
be satisfied.
The N/H balance 1s quite straightforward
as there are only
three products of nitrogen
considered.
The Al/H balance is rather more
complicated,
but advantage is taken of the fact that condensed Al 0 almost
23
always exists.
This cond~t~n
is inherent
in the construction
of the
equilibrium
equations (Section 5), and the Al/H material
balance equation
gives the amount of condensed A1203 present.
If however, this indicates
the absence of condensed A1203 a different
type of solution
must be usea;
this is described in Section 7. Plhiohever part of the progrsmme is used to
determine the partial
pressures of the aluminium products,
it is assumed
that aluminxum itself
occurs only in the gaseous phase.
It is checked in
the programme that the partial
pressure of aluminium obtained is less than
its saturated
vapour pressure,
but if this check fads no remedial action
is taken, although an indication
of the failure
is giwn in the results,
(see Section 12).
The second phase of the calculation
the aluminium products from equatxons
the material
balance equation to find

b.lgas)

=

K1
-?a3 ’

(qvp)

commences vnth the evaluation
of
(17) and (IV), and using

=

I$8

check (Algas) ( (Alsvp)
(Alo)

= p

(A120)

= fg

(fi203 sT)

= K,v .

NOW

*1
-ii-=

(Am+

(flC13)

+ (A1OCl) +@lu) + (Alo) +2(A120)
EH

+2(Al*o

sv )+ 2(A120

s 1)

hence

(vi)
where

x = (AlCl)

t (AlC13)

+ (NOCl)

) from equation
If (A1205 s 1
Section 7 ii used.

t (Al)

(vi)

+ (Alo)

is negative

t z(Al20)

+ 2(A1203 svp)

the calculation

described

.
in

Once the Al/H balance has been achleved,
either by the above procedure
or that of Sectlon 7, the remainder
of the second phase of the calculation
can be completed.
lhe parka1
pressures of O2 and 0 are found from
equations
(6) and (8).
(0%)

= K6a2

(0) = ‘(a(02)4 ,
The partial
pressure of N2.
balance equation,

pressures of NO and N can be expressed in terms of the partial
When these expressions
are substituted
in the N/H material
the resulting
equation 1s a quadratic
for (N2) 4 .

From equations

(9) and (10)
(NO)

= Xv(O2)3

(N2)'

=

aI$K6'(N2)

(vii)

and

(N) = K,o(~2)’ .

(viii)

NOW
24)
8
II

+

q

(NO)

+

(N)

CH

therefore
2(N2) t (NO) t (N)

= { ZH

2(N2) + aKvK6'(N2)'

t K,0(N2)'

therefore
= ; CH

therefore
2(N2)

+ [fi vK6' + Klo]

(N2)* -;

- 21 -

CH = 0

.

With the solution
of this quadratic
equation and the evaluation
(NO) and (N) from equations
(vii)
and (viii),
the amounts of all the
products of combustion have been determined and CO can be found.
CO

=

(CO)

+ 2(C02)

+ (H20) + 2(02)

+ (OH) + (0) + (NO) + (AlOCl)
+ by)

+ 3403

@J*+

of

+ (AlO)

3(~,C3

J

'

The second phase of the calculation
is concluded similarly
to the
first,
namely by interpolating
for further
trial
values of "a" until a
satisfactory
CO/CH is obtained.
When this has been achieved then a set of
partial
pressures - and also the amounts of components in a condensed
state - have been found, which are in equilibrium
and match
the composition
of the propellent.
The total pressure will not however have the required
value ; in order to achieve this,different
values of y, the partial
pressure
of H20, must be tried.
The procedure adopted here is again linear
interpolation
based on two trial
values of y. This iteration
includes
the
other two iterations
to find the values of (HCl) and (CO,)/(CO)
appropriate
to the value of (H20) under investigation.
The determination
of the composition
at a particular
temperature
and
pressure is referred
to as the "main computation"
throughout
this Note.
7

!KFQATVENTAPPLIED RREK CONDENSEDAl20

IS ASSENT

The procedure used for the determination
of the composition,
when
condensed Al 0 has been shown absent during the main computation,
depends on
23
whether or not the mixture contains chlorine.
If it does two iterative
loops
are usea. The outer one determines
the partial
pressures of aluminium
bearing constituents,
to satisfy
the AL/H ratio,
based on an estimate of
Naturally,
the alteration
of the pressure of
the partial
pressure of AlCl.
any chlorine
compound affects
the Cl/Hbalance,
and the inner loop adjusts
the (HCl) and other pressures to correspond to the change in the pertisl
pressure of AlCl.
It
include

is necessary to re-arrange
the equations in Section 5 so as to
(AlCl) and eliminate
(A1203 s 1).
The equations bocome:,

-
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2 NC1 + CO2 + AlClr+AlC13

+ H20 + CO

k

_ bC13) (H20)(CO)
(HC1)2(C02)(AlC1)

K13

co*

+ Ala

4

AlOCl

+ co

H20 + 2 Ala-;---Al20

(fi20)(HC1)2
$0) (MCl)2

+ 2 IiCl

$ H20 + ; CO + AlCl+Al

(Alu)(co

+ + CO2 + HCl

(H,O)'/'

53

$ co2 + ; H20 + AlCl+AlO

+ $ CO + HCl

36
-

=

HC1+2CO

5
2
K13

(AlC13)

=!I4

. fJ (IiCl)'(AlCl)

K13

(AlOCl)

K
= e

* f&m)

- 23 -

2
(co)"2(Alc1)

b10)(C0)1'2

(HCl)

(C02)"2(H20)i/2(AlC1)

K13

2 CO2 + H20 + 2 AlCl;-==%120j,2

)"2(HCl)

_ (JQ203)
(Iic1)2(co)2
-

(C02)2(H20)(AlC1)2

*

will

(u*o)

K2
= -q . +
K,3
@Cl)

(Alo)

= $.

(Alc1)2

.qgg.

(AlCl)

An estimate of &Cl)
is made on the assumption that AlOCl,
not be present in significant
quantities.
Then the relation

(~1~1) + 3(A1C13)
Cl/H

is used,

which reduces

=

Cl and Cl2

+ (HCl)

CH

to

(A1cl)

=
estimate

CH . Cl/H - (;Cl)
I + 3

a K,4(HCl)

/y K,3

-

The computation
to establish
a satxfsotory
Cl/H balance 1s identical
with that previously
described,
with the exceptIon
of the evaluation
of
(AlC13) end (AlOCl).
These are given by the new relationships
above.
On the
cbmpletion
of this iteration,
the remainin
aluminium products are computed.
Adjustments are made to the value of (AlCl 7 until
the Al/H balance is
satisfactory,
and then the main computation
is resumed at the stage where the
partial
pressure of oxygen is computed.

-
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If chlorine
is absent from the propellent
the procedure is simpler,
The determination
of the partial
only one iterative
loop being used.
pressures of the aluminium compounds is based en the partial
pressure of
Al20 which is adjusted until
the specified
Al/H ratio is achieved.
The
starting
value for the parted
pressure of Al20 is the most recently
found
value from the normal calculation
which assumed (A1205 s 1) to be present.
,
Par this

comoutation

the eauations

from Section

5 am m-arranged

as

follows:-

; co + ; Al*0 "4Al

+ $ co2

2 co* + Al,o,=\Al*oj
._

5

+ 2 co

_ (A120j)(co)2

2
'9

-

(co2)20a20)

7

-

Hence

(fi)

&
(~,OY”
= K,7 ’ --p--

(MO)

=

(A1*oj

partial.

gas)

K16
K

-

, .‘I2

(A120)“2

17

K19
* a2 (N20)
2
K'7

=

Once again, the main computation
pressure of oxygen.

is roJoincd

-
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.

at the oalculation

of the

a

TIBNdODyNAMIC pROF3RTIES

After
properties
the entropy
is that the
the suffix

each application
of the main computation,
certain
thermodynamic
These
are
the
molecular
wolght
M,
the
enthalpy
i, end
are found.
s. In describing
the thermodynamic properties
the notation
used
suffix
k refers to any one of the products of combustion,
whereas
j refers
to any one of the gaseous Items.
pj

=

the partial

and

nk

=

the number of moles of a constituent
in a volume R'T, where R' = 82.0567

hence

n. = p..
J
J

Let

The thermodynamic

where R is the universal

pressure

properties

of a gaseous phase

are calculated

gas constant,

I*98719

from

cal/mol

regardless
of phase,
atm.cm3/mol.deg.K,

the relationships:-

deg K.

The programme then proceeds along different
paths according
to the case
number. For case 2 the enthalpy of the propellent
is specd'ied,
and it is
the temperature
of the isenthalpic
combustion which is required.
So far we
have merely used the estimate of temperature
supplied in the data and found
the corresponding
value of enthalpy.
A further
iterative
process 1s used now
to find the combustion temperature.
Another trial
value of temperature
is
used end then interpolation
until
the required
value of enthalpy is obtained.
This iteration
includes the evaluation
of the enthalpy and the entropy of all
and the evaluation
of the equilibrium
the constituents
at the new temperature,
constants,
before the main computation is started.
The final
values of i, s
and T are placed in special stores, es they wxllbe
required
if a case 4 or 5
follows
this calculation.
In cases 3, 4 ana 5 t'ne path taken is similar
to that of case 2, but for
these cases the mixture must satisfy
a value of entropy insteaa of enthalpy.
This entropy is specified
by the input data for case 3; for cases 4 and 5 it
is th8 stored value mentioned in the previous
paragraph.
As the gaseous oomposition
for case 5 is the same as that for the preceding
case 2, the main
- 26 -

computation
is bypassed,
mvolved
in the iteration.

and only the changes of entmpy

with

temperature

are

Case 1 proceeds directly
to the next part of the programme which is
It is the computation
of the specific
common to all five applications.
volume, V, and the specific
heat, C of the mixture.
Vo hove
P'
v

=

3
cm
gm

R’*
' % "k
"k

C
P =

znk-E
cnk%

Cd

gmdegK

-

The derivatives
for the latter
quantity
sre obtained analytically
from the
polynominl
representations
of the enthalpiea.
For constituents
where the
the derivative
is calculated
from
enthelpy is represented
by two polynomials,
the one which applies at the temperature
concerned.
The practice
described
in Section 4 of representing
enthalpy by a linear
function
over the range
lying 20°K either
aide of the melting point is not involved.
In cases 4 and 5 there is a further
requirement,
to calculate
the
specific
impulse of the propellant.
Multiplying
the change in enthalpy from
the combustion chamber to the exhaust (in calories
per gram) by the mechanical
equivalent
of heat, we get the kinetic
energy of the efflux
per unit mass.
If Y is the velocity,
we get

Iv2

.

2

=

J(ic

- ie)

wdfzm

giving
v
The actual

value

= r2J(ic
c

- ie)

1'2

= 9147*7(io

- ie)1'2

Cm/sea.

3

required,
S.I.

specific
=

impulse,

is v/g,

9*328(i 0 - ie) 1/2

set

.

After these quantities
have been evaluated
the print routine
is entered.
The format of the results
produced for the various
applications
of the programme
is described in Section 12 and Figs.3 and 4.

-
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9

THE CALCULATION OF TIIC DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT

This calculation
is sometimes required
when the isentroaic
expansion
between the combustion chamber and the exhaust is studied.
Consequently
it
is applicable
to cases 4 and 5, which deal with isentropic
expansion to one
atmosphere under maintained
or frozen equilibrium
conditions
respectively.
As mentioned in Section 3, there are separate versions
of the programme
which include the discharge
coefficient
calculation
as the computing time
is much increased by its inclusion.
Let us summarise the computstxon which has been completed up to the
point at which the discharge coefficient
is required.
A case 2 pnll have
been computed, in other words the temperature
has been found which gives a
specified
value of enthalpy,
and the entropy associate& with combustion at
this temperature
will have been evaluated.
After these results have been
punched a case 4 or 5 calculation
will have followed,
yielding
the
temperature
which gives the same entropy as that obtained in case 2 at a
However these results
are not punched until
pressure of one atmosphere.
after the discharge coefficient
has been calculated.
We will
then &scribe

now explain the derivation
of the discharge coefficient,
the approach used by the programme to compute it.

and

At some point during the isentropic
expansion between the combustion
chamber and the exhaust, the ratio of the gas velocity
to the specific
at which this occurs is called
volume passes through a maximum. The position
the throat.
The temperature
and pressure at the throat are required,
together
proportional
to the
with the discharge coefficient,
CD, which 13 directly
maximised ratio.
The defining

equation

for

CD is:rh = CD At PO

where 6 = mass flow
and

At e area of cross-section

Now, continuity

demands that

where A = area of cross-section
V = specific

volume

at the throat.
anywhere

in a static

flow

Substituting

Y
0V msx

for

VA at the throat,

where A = At and v/V 1s a maximum, we have

= CDPs

where

CD is in set -'

=

CD P0

where

*

and

Po in gm d/cm'

or
1033'23

PC is in atmospheres.

v, the gas velocity,
was shown to be
and V, the specific
volume to be R'T/Znk Mk cm3/gm.
Hence

and at the throat,

when v/V is a ~RXUIW,

z(\ Mkjt(ic - itI8

CD =

1033 .I23 PC E&

C(t
cD
where suffix
Also,

we have

Tt

hQt(ic

- it)'

= 0.;07895
pc Tt

t indicates

values

at the throat.

let
X(rk

Mk)x(ic

- ix)'

Q = 0~107895
po Tx
where suffix
x indicates
values at nny point during the expansion.
Q is
referred
to as the discharge coefflcwnt
function,
CD is the maximum veluo
this function.

of

The programme 1s already orientated
to seek a temperature
giving
a
specified
value of entropy at a particular
pressure.
To find CD, we shall
require
several such caloulstions
at different
pressures,
untd we find the
pressure which gives Q its maximum value i.e. the pressure which gives dQ/dP
equal to zero.
- 29 -

To start lnth we need estimates of dQ/dP at two pressures.
Tl'e can
immediately
evaluate Q at a pressure of one atmosphere as an isentropic
expansion to this pressure has been calculated.
By definition
Q is zero
the
combustion
chamber
pressure.
If
we
calculate
isentropic
at PO,
expansions to pressures Pc/3 aiay from these extremes and evaluate Q at
these pressures,
we can obtain crude estimates of dQ/dP near to P /6 and
Interpolation
is made from these values for the pressureC
5 ',A.
corresponding
to a zero value of dQ/dP. Let this pressure be P,.
Then to
get a good estimate of dQ/dP at this pressure,
isentropic
expansion to
.
6
end
P,
+
b
are
calculated.
From
experience
gained
with
this
problem
pr
6 has been chosen as 0.025 atmospheres.
Successive interpolations
between
the last two results
for pressure and dQ/dP are made until a pressure giving
an acceptably
small value of dQ/dP is found.
This pressure is then taken as
being the throat pressure Pt, and an evaluation
of isentmpic
expansion to
Pt gives the final
assessment of the throat temperature
Tt, and the discharge
coefficient
CD' The results
obtained earlier
for the isentropic
expansion
to one atmosphere are then punched with the information
concerning the
throat conditions
appended.
Fig.6 shows an example of the variation
of the discharge coefficient
function
(which we have celled Q) with pressure,
under maintained
equilibrium
conditions.
It also shows the variation
of dQ/dP with pressure,
and the
variation
of the temperature
required
to give isentropic
expansion.
This
example appertains
to the same propellent
for which results
are shown in
Figs.3 and 4. It was chosen as it shows clearly
the irregularity
of the
value of dQ/dP in the region of the change of state of Al 0
Such
2 3’
irregularities
could lead to the prediction
of impossible
pressures in the
any pressure
interpolation
for sero dQ/dP. This is avoided by replacing
which lies outside the range of the problem by an arbitrary
value.
10

THE DATA TAPES

There are two groups of data which must be supplied to the programme.
The first,
which is referred
to throughout
this Note as the "main date tape",
is used without alteration
for most problems.
It contelns tine basic information which the programme requires
about the products of combustion.
An annotated version
of the main data tape is shown in Appendix 2. It
starts mth thirty-two
sets of figures
with 8 certain
similarity.
The first
twenty-three
sets correspond to the gaseous products of combustion.
They are
given in the order shown in Fig.3, which gives the format of the results.
Each set of figures
comprises the degree and coefficients
of the enthelpy
polynomial,
followed
by the constant S'.
Section 4 explains hon the constant.
S' and the enthalpy polynomial
are used to obtain values of entropy.
Each
set is terminated
by the repetition
of the degree of the polynomial.

-
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The remaining

nine sets refer,

m order,

to the following:-

Solid carbon
Solid aluminium
Liquxd aluminium
which could be used for
Two sets of zeros. (These are spare posItIons
date on two other combustion products,
if any modiflcztlon
wns made to
the programme.)
Solid
Solid

t.C%miufn oxide
aluminium oxide

Liquid.
Liquid

aluminium oxide
titanium
oxide

The next thirty-two
numbers on the data tapo are the molecular
of the constituents
in the semc order as used previously.

with

The main data tape is terminated
by five numbers whxh
In order they are:the non-reactive
additive.

i

(1)

Melting

(?)

Enthalpy

at (Tw

(3)

Increase

in enthalpy

(4)

Entropy

at (TIP -20)

(5)

Inorease

in ontropy

weights

arc concerned
T OK
1.P
I Cal/m01

point
-20)
between

('$lrp -20)

and ($P

+20)

AI cal/mol
i cal/mol

between

(ThlP -20)

degK

AS cal/moldegK

and (TIP +20)

Clearly the me&n Esta tape will. have 'co be altered
if a different
ad&tiw
is usoa. For a TIGWadditive
in the condensed state, the necessary changes may
be summarised as follows:(a)
Ti02(1)

of this

replace

onthalpy

polynomials

by corresponding

and entropy

sets of data for

constants

for

and

the new additive,

replace
b)
new additive.

the molecular
This occurs

vwlght of Ti02 by the molecular
in two positions,

(cl replace
additive.

the last

numb&s by the appropriate

five

Ti02(s)

values

weight

for

of the

the new

Were information
is only available
for one phase, and the consideration
single state is thought to be the best approximation
that can be

-
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achieved,

then the new data replaces

the appropriate

set for

T102.

The
molecular
weight is again changed (two positions),
and the melting point is
made ezther very low or very hxgh according to whether the new data refers
to a liquid
or a solid state.
No further
alteration
is then necessary to
the last four numbers on the tape.
A different
programme tape must be used
for a gaseous additive,
as it will contribute
to the total pressure of the
system. The relevant
data is included as if the additive
were liquid,
and
any smsll number is used as the melting point.
The second data tape contains information
relating
to the particular
analyses which are required.
The first
number specifies
the type of
analysis j case 1, 2 or 3. The atom ratios
of the propellent
are then gz.ven
in the order

C/H

O/H

Cl/H

Al/H

and

Extra/H

.

(This last ratio is, m fact, the ratio of the number of molecules of the
non-reactive
additive
to the number of hydrogen atoms.)
If either this
quantity
or any element is absent from the propellent,
zero must be punched
in place of the ratio.
The additional
data necessary to complete the
specification
of an analysis varies according to the case number.
For case i
it is the values of temperature
and pressure at which equilibrium
is to be
considered.
Further similar
calculations
for the same propellent
may be
specified
merely by punching further
pairs of values of temperature
and
pressure,
but before another propellent
can be used the case number must be
punched again on the tape.
If several sets of temperature
and pressure are
to be applied to two propellents
the data is punched on the tape in the
following
order:-

’ rl ‘2

r3 r4 r5 r6

? r; r; ri

T1

r; x-5 r-2

p1 T2 p2 T3 P3

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T, Pm

T; P; T; P; T; Pj . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T; PA.

For case 2 the addItiona
data following
the atom ratios
comprises a
set of three numbers;
an estimate of the temperature
of combustaon (this
need not be particularly
accurate , ?6CO°K is adequate),
the required
pressure
in the combustion chamber, and the enthslpy of the propellent
at 298°K.
Further sets of values for these three quantities
may follow,
although
probably the only useful variation
would be to alter the pressure of the
combustion.
The data tape to lnstlgate
such calculations
for two propellents
would be punched thus:2

r, r2 . . . . . . . . r6

Tl p1 3

2

rj ri

T' P' i'
121

........

'2
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T, P2 i,

. . . . .. . .

T; P; i;

........

The structure
of the data tape for applications
of case 3 is exact&
similar
to that described for case 2 above, except that the third number in
The temperature
is .an
each set following
the ratios is a value of entropy.
estimate of the temperature
at which the specified
pressure and entropy will
be achieved.
Hence, the data w.11 be in the form:

. . .. . . . .

3

‘I

3

r; r; . ...**..

r2

. . . . *...

‘6

T1p1 s1

T2 ?2

‘i

T; P; s;

T; P; s; . . . . . . . .

s2

The other applications
of the programme, cases 4 and 5, only occur
Case 5, which gjves the thermodynamic
following
a cass 2 calculation.
properties
resultzng
from an isentropw
expansion to a pressure of one
atiosphere
without ohange of ohemical composition,
is computed if 5 is punched
The expansion to one atmosphere vcith chemical equilibrium
on the data tape.
maintained
is case 4: ss in the preceding case, only the number 4 has to be
if the calculations
arc required
under both frozen and
punched.
Clearly,
maintained
equilibrium
condltlons,
they must be cslculsted
m this order,
i.e. the numbers 5, 4 are punched.
The data tape to do such calculations
for
two propellents
would be:

2 ‘I

r2

. ..* . . . .

rj

r;

. . . . . . . . ri,

r6

TPi54

i
2

T' P' i'

5 4

There 1s no limitation
on the number or order of the sets of data for the
various
applications
of the programme that may be punched to make up a data
tape.
The only proviso
is that dl such tapes must be terminated
by the number
1 ,ooo,ooo.
11

TEE OPXFJ-TION OF THE PROGUMXE

Four programmes
programming code.

are available.

They are witten

in the Mercury

PIG 2

Programme 201 - Computstlon does not include the aisoharge coefficient;
this programme is suitable
if the non-reactive
additive
remains in a condensed state.
Progrsmme 202 - Discharge coeffzcients
are computed for cases 4 and 5;
again the additive
must be in the condensed state.
Programme 203 - Similar

to 201, but with

a gaseous non-reactive

additive.

Programme 204 - Similar

to 202, but with

a gaseous non-reactive

ddltive.

-
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After running the selected programme into the machine, with the handswitch setting appropriate
to the typo of input, the main data is run in
After the main data tape has been read in, the machine
with a "prepulse".
to set the handswitches.
again comes to a stop.
At this point it is essential
The handswitch setting
is used for two purposes as described
in the following
paragraphs.
(1)

To control

the accuracy

to which the calculation

is performed.

In the calculation
there are several iterative
prooosses, which
continue until certain
quantities
derived in the computation,
attain - to
within limits3Pccifiod
values.
Each iterative
procedure,
with the exception
of the discharge
coefficient
computation,
continues until

where

and

c

=

k

= specified

computed value
value

10 -(p+l)

E T

The value of p is set in binary on the least significant
end of the handswitches.
Initially
it is usually set to 6, but it may be varied during
the programme.
The operator
reduces the value if the computation
3eems
unduly lengthy.
Care must be taken to avoid allowing
p to fall below the
new value being set while the handswitches
are being altered.
If the
operator forgets
to set a value for p the iterations
will continue
indefinitely.
However, as soon as this is noticed,
and p IS set up, the programme
will behave normally.
iterative
Section

A value of dQ/d.P less then E/IO is the criterion
process for finding
the discharge coefficient,
9.

(2)

To control

the printing
a "full

applied to the
as described in

of the results.

(a)

To obtain

print-out

' keys 8 and 9 are set level.

(b)

If

(cl

\7ith keys 8 and 9 up, a "very short print-out"
is produced.
the results
comprise only the atom ratios
and thermodynamic
properties.

key 9 is up, then a "short print-out"
is produced.
details
of the gaseous composition
are omitted.

These variations

in the form of the results
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are illustrated

In this

in Figs.3

the
Here

and 5.

informaAfter the handswltchcs
have bcon set, the data tape containing
tion about the particular
mixtures 1s fed into the machine with G "prepdse",
As the calculation
proceeds various
. and the data for one csloulation
is read.
hoots with rccognzsably
different
frequencies
indicate
the progress of the
Normally,
several modlum frequency hoots occur at short intervals
calculation.
followed
by a hoot of low frequency.
The medium frequency
note occurs on each occasion that a set of partid
pressures has been computed, 1.~'. when the O/H ratlo has been satisfied.
The
low frequency
note sounds when the partial
pressures add up to the required
If the calculation
is of type 1, the results
figure
speclficd
by the input data.
will
be punched nt this stage.
For cases 2, 3 and 4 this general pattern
of
behaviour
is repeated for each temperature
change in the computation.
In case 5
so that only low frequency notes are heard.
the gas composition
is flxed,
If the progremme used computes a discharge coefficient,
a function
of pressure is evaluated.
On each occasion that
computed, a very high note of short duratzon is emitted.
The main variation

.

tho derivative
a dcrlvativc
is

of

in this

pattern
of notes occurs when Al 203 appears to
On these occasions a long low frequency
note
be present only in gaseous form.
is sounded.
Condensed A1203 is seldom absent in the final
results,
but
relatively
often the computation
finds that only the gaseous form exists during
the early stages, before the iterations
have made much improvcmcnt to the
cstlmated values.
At the start of certain
cases another sequence of hoots is used to
that the procedure for findins
estimates of (H20), (CO,)/(CO)
and
This consists of four hoots, in the scquonce low, high, low,
(HCI) has fa1lod.
high.
The machino then waits for a "prepulse".
A data tape must bc placed in
On the "prepulso",
this data is read
the reader with cstlmatos punched on it.
and the progremme contlnuos.
If a similar
faiture
occurs
on a subsequent case,
the characteristic
sequcnoe of hoots will be heard but the programme ~11 not
it uses Instead the guesses read in
stop this time and wait for a data tape;
previously.
indicate

The programme
number 1,000,000
u
be put in the tape
This tape, however,

continues
from one case to the noxt automatically,
until
the
read at the end of the data tape.
A new data tape may then
reader,
and a prepulse ,ellovs the computntlon
to continue.
must start with a case number and a set of atom ratios.

Although it is fundamental
to the problem that the material
bslance
equations are satisfied,
the atom composition
of the products of combustion are
checked against the input data, before the results
are punched.
If there is B
discrepancy
the symbol of the offending
ratio 1s punched out, followed
by an X,
and the machino stops.
The most probable reason for this is that the value set
on the handstitches
to control
the accuracy was too small.
After such 8 failure
the programme can be made to proceed lulth a new case of type 1, 2 or 3, by
giving a prepulse.

-
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TLle operating
times for this programme are by no means constant;
thw
they depend on the
will vary from one mixture to another, but particularly
The following
list gives the order of the times for the
case number.
different
applications:-

These figures
If

(with

for

Case 1 ........

20 se0

Case 2 ........

80 set

Case

3 ........

80 set

Case

4 ........

80 SW,

mth

Case

5 . . . . . . . . 50 set,

with

do not include
any

the standard

12

min

10

min

the time taken to punch the results.

reason the programme has to be restarted,
PIG 2 input routine)
is as follows:-

Set key 8 up
Press the initial
transfer
button
Return key 8 to normal
Tap handswitches
1, 1, and 2 in that
The programme is then ready to accept
I, 2 or 3.
12

......
cD
CD . ...*.

data,

the procedure

order.
starting

wzth a case number of

PRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS

In this section the variation
in the form of the results
for the several
applications
of the programme will be described.
Figs.3 and 4 show sets of
results
obtained by using programme 202, for a mixture which contains 611 six
elements and an additive
(TiO2).
There arc three sets of results.
The first
gives the composition
and temperature
in the combustion chamber for the given
values of pressure and onthalpy.
This is followed
by the thermodynamic
properties
resulting
from an iscntropio
expansion to one atmosphere mith the
Finally,
the new composition
and thermodynamic
composition
unchanged.
properties
e.re shown when chemical equilibrium
is maintained
during the
In other words, the three sets of results
correspond to cases 2,
expansion.
of the discharge coefficient.
5, and 4. Programme 202 includes the calculation
The first
line gives a position
where a refcrenco
particular
results
can be filled
in by hand, and a value
referred
to in Section 11. The next three rows contain
tion for the problem.
The first
two give the composition
the
third
gives
the
pressure at whzch the
atom ratjos;
sidered,
together
with a quantity depending on the case
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number for the
for E which is
the starting
Informsof the mixture in
combustion is connumber as follows:-

Case

Temperature

1 . ..*....

Enthalpy
Case 2 . . . ..I..
Case 3 or 1k . . . Entropy
TUG two main columns
of the gaseous cornposItion
item is given in two ways.
number of moles per mole of
pressure),
and in the second
propellent.
These quantities

of flgurcs
which are printed
next give the breakdown
computed for the propellent*.
The amount of each
In the first
column the amount is expressed as the
partial
gas, (whloh is often called the proportional
column as the number of moles per 100 grms of

may be defined

The totals
of these two columns
which al30 relate
to the gaseous
by its molecular
weight to give
100 grms.of
propellent
I.e. the

as:-

by two other totals
are glvcn next, followed
phases, but In which each item is weIghted
the number of grams per mole of gas end per
gas totals as set out in the rcaults
are:-

3
z Pj

IOOCp.
cx%

.

zp

M.

x pJ

100

zp

h!.

'"k"k

'

Similar results
showing the amount 3 of the condensed phaases are then printed.
They are oxpressed In the same units 3.3 the gaseous products:AL
2 P.J and

i-$
r, 'i: I$
100

*

The totals for the whole mixture includin,, D the condensed phases follow,
a similar
manner to that used for the gas tot&s
3
"J

' "k Mk
r. Pj

100

in

Cnk

' % j4k
100

2% "1,

cnk%

-

*Teleprinters
at B.A.E. have only oappltal letters,
30
the symbols CI and AI have
been ;a313
to represent
chlorine
and iduminium, this being preferred
to CL and AL.
If the output tapes are printed
on teleprinters
with small letters
then the chemical symbols will appear somewhat peculiar,
e.g. hoi represents
hydrogen chloride.
- 37 -

The mixture totals are omitted if no condensed phases are present.
completes the information
about the compositlon.
Clearly,
the pnntzng
progremme has been deslgned
elements that are allowed.
and all reference
to them is

This

must vary w1t.h the type of propellent,
for the
to work on mx&.wes.which
do not contain all the
In these cases certain items cannot be present,
omitted.

It was mentioned in Section 2 that satisfactory
results
are obtained
when the programme IS applied to mixtures containing
only oxygen and
hydrogen;
this is so, but the printed
results,
whxlst being quite understandable,
contain some rrrelevant
items.
In Section 6, a check on the value of the partial
pressure of aluminium
xv*3 mentioned.
If this pressure exceeds the saturated
vapour pressure,
this
fault
is indicated
by a rox of asterisks
following
the symbols for aluminium.
If the computation
gives a negligible
value for the moles per mole of
gas of any particular
product,
(less than 10m20) then the value found for
If, on the other had,
this product is replaced by a dash when it is printed.
the conditions
of combustion are such that a particular
item exists only in
the gaseous phase then zeros are printed
opposite the condensed phase of
this item.
The prxd.ng
of the results
continues with a list
of thezmo6ynamic
propcrtios.
The first
two of these vary vnth the npplxntion
of the
programme;
they are as follows:Case 1
Case 2
Case 3 and 4

enthalpy,

entropy

temperature,
temperature,

entropy
enthslpy

Next,

the molecular weight, speolfio
volume and specific
heat are
printed.
This concludes the results
for cases 1, 2 and 3. For case 4 the
specific
impulse is printed,
end if eAther programme 202 or 204 was used
the list
is concluded by the discharge
cooffscjcnt,throat
pressure and throat
temperature.
At the bottom of Flg.3 the results.of
the case 5 calculation,
the
isentropic
expansion with frozen equilibrium,
are given.
The value of
entropy is not quoted, for by definition
It must bo the ssme as that shown
in the previous
results
for case 2. When clthcr programme 201 or 203 is used
the results
for cese 5 arc listed
in a single column.
The full
printing
of the results
is rather lengthy,
so two shortened
versions
have been provided.
Fig.5 shows the application
of both shortened
forms of printing
to the results
of the case 2 which are given in full
in
Fig.3.
The choice of the form of printing
is made by the selection
of
switches on the console during the operation
of the programme.
Section 11
gives full details
of this facility.

-
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APPENDIX1
TH?J ORGANISATION OF THE PROGRAMME
.

List

of routines

in the order

x.11which they occur

on the programme

tapes.
Chapter

1

RIO1
RI12
RI14
RI04
RI19
RIID

Reciprocal
subroutine
Square root subroutine
Logarithm subroutine
Exponentdt
subroutine
Read to accumulator
subroutine
Read to short accumulator
subroutine

RI1

Reads the main data tape
Reads second data tape and controls
type of calculation
Calcu'lates
enthnlpy and entropy values for temperature

1112

RI4

Chapter

.

R21
822
R23
R24

T.

2

Calculates
equilibrium
constants at temperature
T
A subroutine
used by R21
Calculates
the initial
estimates for H20, CO/CO and HCl
Rescue routine,
hoots and reads estimates from tape.

Chapter

3

R31

The start

R32
R33
R34

The start of the HCl - Cl/H loop
Calculates
products of chlorine
and 23uminium
and computes an improved estimate
Calculates
and tests Cl/H ratio,
for IlCl
Calculates
partial
pressure of gaseous additive
Computes remaining products of combusdon
Entered lf condensed A1203 is absent, hoots and jumps to R81
Calculates
and tests O/H ratio,
and computes an improved estimate
for COJCO
Computes and tests XP, and computes M improved estimate for H20.

R35
R36
R37
R38

R39

Chapter
R40
R42
R43
R&l

R&

of the main computation,

computes H2, H and OH

4

Calculates
M, i and s for the efflux
at temperature
T
Tests i and &computes an improved estimate of temperature
Tests s and computes en improved estimate of temperature
Checks the atom ratios
of calculated
composition
Computes specific
heat end speclfio
impulse.
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Appendix
Chapter

5

R50 A store for the binary characters
used by the Mann print
R5OY Subroutine
for fixed point printing
R510 Subroutine
for floating
point printing
R52 A subrout$ne used by R51 to print s lint of results
R51 The main print routine,
giving
gas composition.
Chapter
R60
R53

R71
R72

R81
X82
R83
R84
R88

used in printing

routine
routine

for
for

additional
results
case 5 results.

from case 4

8 '

The start of the calculation
used when condensed A1203 does not exist,
for propellents
contnining
chlorine
Cdculates
products of chlorine
and aluminium
Calculates
and tests Cl/H ratio and computes an improved estimate
for HCl
Computes the remaining nluminlum products,
tests Al/H ratio and
computes an unproved estimate for AlCl
The calculation
used when condensed A1203 aoes not exist, for propellents
which do not contain chlorine.

Chapter
RYI
Ry2

store for binary characters
printing
of the results.

7

Print
Print

Chapter

routines

6

A further
Completes

Chapter

I

9

Discharge

coefficient

calculation.
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APPENDIX 2
!PHE MAIN DATA
.

(i)

Enthalpy

-89.61705616
4~93175019:
0-58702954,
-4'89191325,
1+38266930,
-4.78322239,
7.66414821,
-6.99321566,
2*76311831,-l
5;.5044

polynomial
4
3
3
3
3
2
1
0

coefficients

and entropy
6
1.70222670,
4.92977190,
9.02859061,
-8.56419074,
3.57036815,
-5m74014821,
3*28949256,-l

CO2

-2.85857306,
7.95141899,
-3.91172625,
7.06224119,
-6.05115823,
3.17418390,
-?*08174964,
2~1+0603019,
-3.37129813,
2.70162749,
-9~43930014,-2
50.4120
10

4
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
1
0

co

4
3
3
4
4
4
3
3
2
1
0

-!.01811863
as~~235w3:
-1*06918375,
2.59156236,

4
3
3
3

-1.37468769,
3.90792679,
-6*44000884,
5.79948686,
-2n21307142,-l
55.2562
a

3
2
1
0

?O
-2.02690265,
6.52108791,
~-55012609,
-2*88649037,
3*04215026,

11
-2.00404872,
6*96#1093,
-3*50562585,
1.97590650,
-2.05455701,
1.25162165,
-5cv3224610,
1*41447170,
-2.66913826,
3*26,498860,
-2.33508918,
7Q+.OYOli78,-2
53.0032
11

5
3
1
1
1
0

C(eas)

4: *6a57

10
.

constants.

-I -77315662,
6.31279671,
-1.41527357,
1.95677838,
-1.52755373,
5*15933024,-2

CH4

H2°

3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
1
0

H2

43

H

::'4620

4.96795491:
:.06080447
33.4050
1
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Appendix
IO
-~~979~a74.0,

6wt994631,

3

6.25551033,
2~76488584,
-3.29517300;
2*02215019,
-7.52505961,
"*66335533,
-2.55116163,
2.08607145,
-7.38422590,-2
56'5165
-IO

1
3
3
3
2
2
1
0

;.,,ya4.6
0*02067509:
-2.27506347,
2.34219375,
-1 +oYYa9615,
3~00803169,

3
3
3
3
3
2
1
0

-4m3937349,
4.38744492,
-;m;5044,-1

10
-2~18oa5934,
7.99189499.
-3.75195835,
6.26608654,
-5*02891163;
2%.a900400,
-8.05525583,
I .71112988,
-2.30153845,
q-77842302,
-6*01517587,-2
56.9907
10

3

O2

IO
1.96005025,
8.02607718,
-3.85968822,
7*29724164,
-6*4%44235,
3.43553037,
-1.18219524,
2*64083173,
-3.70295754,
2*96235511,
-I .03158934,-l
61.5792
IO

OH

8

0
5.79575195, 4
5.53533340, 3
-8.l3215532,
6.74383872,
-3.39038974,
~*04373999,
-1 *9166j176,
1.93622635,
-8*29450508;-2

2
2
2
2
1
0

3
3
3
3
j
3
2
2
1
0

4
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
1
0

.

N2

NO

6
1'11528365,
4~99747933,
-5.51851221,
4.83878648,
-2*11346711,
4'26604817,
-2~79078170,-1

0

4z'5762

46' *6875

-
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3
1
1
I
0

2

N

Appendix 2
8

10

-2W?608731, 4
7-95579591,

3

-2.95922282, 3
3.90662933, 3
-2.49513032, 3
P-220891+72, 2
-2'05772454,

HCl

2

2.55478278, 1
-1*?7484207, 0
-7*lOi24617,-2
7*46494778,-3
55.5538

-I .37804273,

4

-7G3169362,
2*11391435,
-j.76781387,
8~96090900,
-2.70707107,

3
3
3
2
2

5.18757320;
-5'29553745,
2*27791673,-q
62.4346
8

1
Q

AlCl

IO
11

-1.42039335,
1*05234920,
1.94731352,
-2.56645148,

IO

.

-2*20681810.

3

6*31616890;
5.03117658,
-5'82505841,
4*42216801.

j
3
3
3
3

-2.22668389;

2~kJO~O30;

cL2

7.43997560, 2
-1.66184219, 2
2.33236148,
-1*fm84oo4,
6*57314172,-2
58.5681
10

-1 *34541234,
5'57065753,
-t.59211288,
3*07913o15,
-3.84346956,
2.79223247,
-o-96286928,-2
78.5432
11

1
0

5
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
2
I
Q

II

-5.78266924,
5.72516812,
1*78508328,
-2.24252717;
1~09406703,
-1'10221729,
4.457915%

10

2.75422088,
3*849w388,
4.19041788,
-5.69609928,
4'49995004,
-2.27986197,
7.62469381,
-1.67405017,
2*32308?.54,
+ap50$1*jo,
6-393jZe3e9,-2
42.2368~
10

4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
=
30 *

.

Cl

-1.24922301, 3
2.37585727, 2
-2'92347726, 1
2.09799406, 0
-6G6408845,-2
58.4727

.
t

4
3
4
4
4
4
3

.:.; *

11

-a-

AlOCl

Appendix 2
7
7.5974Q.25,
5.18555988,
-2&+625471,

11
-1.52329632,

4
3

-7.67797063,
4*87512485,
-5*70113095,
4.55890385,
-2.54025465,
9'92806458,

2

i'77134394,

2

-6.83343026,
1 ~5161l+l+89,
-I q80792228,

1
1
0

ill(w)

-2-70528886,
5*02$5668,
-6.06036475,
4s272$210,
-l-33570327,-1

9*14503023,-2
45.7289
7

8
I .50208607, 4
564086525,

3
2
1
0

t;T*y257

3

4~11181165,
-3.04913942,
1.42871553,

3
3
%

-4'19405314,
7.47437903,

2
1

-7.38040636,
3.09382846,-1

0

IO
1'00482812,
-3u635744,
1.~064799,
-I +8371816,
1~11651005,
-5*80301380,
2.04672030,
-4.77911461,
7'04738882,
-5'93008454,
2*16GYY854,-I

NO

5~-aya7

1;*07245300,
a-31453457,
1'22229448,
-1*66648331,
1.49714559,
-9.13787618,
3.84297299,
-1.11243567,
2.17465179,
-2.73975794,
2Go681687,
-6.48985689,-2
68.8850
11

5
3
4
4
4
4
3

4
3
4
4
4
3
3
3
2
1
0

2
3
4
4
4
3
3
2
1
Q

C(sol3.d)

-9.52443
10
2
-1~60511905,
4.94035720,
1*47976180,
11.8659
2

A12o

:~10999450
7*00000038:
17.505
1
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3
3

2

3

Al.(solid)

Al(1iqui.d)

Appendix
0
0

0
0

0
0

6
-2~281+12456,
4.2895m57,
2.45757268,
-2d+.7303840,
1.43046473,

-4.34245719,
5.30584491,
5.440
6

0i
0

Spare
positu3ns

5
3
4
4
4

0
0

3

0

2

0

r;-\

-kx10473l
5
-2.71347313: 4
1*6055%73, 5
.

-2.am7286,

5

3~393l7wt;
-2.64942723,

5
5
5

\
\

\
Data used
if Argon
replaces
Ti02
/

A1203(solid)

1.35855826,
-4.39539892,
4
a.431 14267, 3
-6m5523aaqo, 2
-87 a7415

9
1

-3*94505003, 5
3*50000019, 4
51.795

A1203(13.quid)

1

/
1 I//
-1*402, 3
4.968, 3

lk~O~(liqu5.d)

42,995

37.042
1

1

.
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Rrg0n

2

(ii)

Molecular

weights

LA'011

~

co2

28al
I 6.0~3

co

12~011
18.016

C

2.016

%

I ~008
32

H

17*008
lk
28,016

OH
0

30.008
14G08
36,465
70.914
35'457
62.437
133.351

NO
N

cH4
H2°

O2

N2

HCl
c12

Cl
AlCl
Am3
AlOCl
lit
Al0

242.981%’
69-96
101.96

A12o
A12o3

C
Al.
Al

12~011
26.98
26.98
0

Ti02
hlo23

79-v
lOI*
101.96
79-T
(iii)

Supplementaw

Data used if
Argon replaces
Ti02

39.944

A12o3

EO2
aata for

39.944

edditive
Argon

Ti02
2100

-193958
16806
45.12
8

Melting point !$3p "K
Enthalpy at (?:?-2O) in cdl/m01
increase in enthslpy between
(~~-20)
afia (56p+20) O~/IUO~
Entropy at (TFP-20) CdhOl
aeg K
Increase in entropy between
(Thp-20) and (Tlp+20) cd/m01 deg K
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0
0
0
0
0

zeros
punched
here,
for a
gaseous
dditive

APPENDIX 3
z!E l'ROGRMKtMG FOR THE EQUILIBKIU~! CONSTANTS

store

We first
give a brlcf descnpt~on
during the computation.

of the arrangement

of the data in the

Throughout thu pro~rrunme 7.t is necessary to store the values of certain
quantities
pertdning
to each of the indlvidunl
constituents
considcrcd
in the
combustion.
Separate "pages" xn the computing store have been allocated
to
partial
pressures,
enthalpy values,
entropy values and eqwllbrium
constsnts.
In general the order in Milch the items are storecl within the page is the same
and corresponds
to the order used in printing
th c results
and the listing
of
the maln datn tape.
The pages are allocated
Specific

.

heat

as follow:-

. . . . . . . . Page 17 (except

Molecular weight
Partial
pressure

.*...
. ...*

Entropy *.*........*..
Enthnlpy . . . . . . . ..I...
The values rolatlng
O*lJ+ m each psgc.
The

Page
Page
Page
Page

during

19
2j
26
27

to the gsseous ounnt~tms
for the romarnder

storcts

c(solid)

.......*

*L46

Al(solld)

. . . .. . . .

$a

AIqliquid).......

*50

Ti02(solid)......

-56

N*03(solid)""*

'%

Al.02 j(liquld)""

*60

TioZ(liquxd)"*"

42

the CD calculation)

ura

occupy stores
as follows:-

The progrsmmo tvlll overwrite
a store originally
holding the
appropriate
to the liquid
phase with the corresponding
value for
phase if the temperature
under consdcration
is below the melting
constituent,
or with en interpolated
value if the temperature
is
of the melting point.
The temperature
itself
1s stored in 28.2.

-48-

from 0.0 to

value
the solid
point of the
within
20'K

Appendix
The equilibrium
constants are stored
31.(2r)
with the exceptions
of K,, K,8,K,9
31.36,
3140,
3160,
31 *O.
Data read in for
onwards.

a particular

in page 31; K, occupies
and K2C which ar& stored

case may be found

3

store
in

in page 25, from 25.0

The way in which the values of enthalpy and entropy are stored enables
the equilibrium
constants to be readily
computed.
Routsnes 21 and 22 are used
for this.
Routine 21 con&ins
sections of progr~me
apertaining
to each one
of the chemical equations considered
in the system. Routine 22 is applied to
each section of X21. The following
explanation
applies to equation
(7)
;

The expression

derived

Ii*0

+

for

;CO,<+OH+$CO
log e b+

.

is:-

The programme commences in Routine 21 by setting an address in B3. It
is the address
of the start of the next group of instructions
which sum the
values of enthalpy of the products of combustion from Pa&c 29, (02 is zero at
this stage).
After setting
an eddross in Bl, although this IS not used in
this first
part, control is transferred
to Routine 22.
On entry to R22, with B2 equal to scrc, the programme continues by
nniltiolying
tho sum of the enthalpy terms (left
LII the accumulator)
by - l/T. This
value,
-XI/T
is stored and B2 is roduced by 96; control is then rcturnod
to R21.
The group of instructions
which nas used previously
to sum the enthalpy
values, now operates on the entropy values from page 26, as all this group of
instructions
are modified by 02. Once again an address is set in Bl and
control
transferred
to R22.
This time, B2 is found non-ecro and the hump to label 2 is made. 02 is
reset to zero in readiness for the next computation.
The value of - X/T
stored previously
is added to CS which is non in the accumulator.
This
expression,
multiplied
by l/R is the logarithm
of the equilibrium
constant.
By means of the address sot in RI, the exponentiel
subroutine
returns
to the final
order (xj of the section of X21, which stores
equilibrium
constant I(, in 31*2r.
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Appendix
The section

.

of programme in R21 is as folloas:-

(i)

103

1"

Set S3 to the address

(ii)

402

29.16

OH ‘IOn the first

(iii)

422

29.16

+OH j values

(iv)

422

29.2

+co i R22, B2 has been altered,

(VI

432

29.0

-co2

(vi)

432

29.8

-H20

(vii)

500

VI

(viii)

101

2:

Set Bl to the address

(ix)

590

v/22

Jump to R22

(xl

410

31.14

Store

of instruction

application

are summed.

entropy

values

(ii)

the cnthalpy
On return

from

so that

are summed.

J

represents

. . . . . . . . (VI

, 1/2r.

tho equilibrium

0.5)

of Instruction

(x)

constant.

Instructions
(I),
(viii),
(ix) and (x) appear in all the sections
The remaining instructions
are particular
to the equation above.
Routine
R22

22, with

some annotation

172

0

(On tine first
entry
set Btest = B2

080

v2

If

510

20.4

Multiply

410

28.8

132

96

593

0

102

0

420

20.0

500

20.6

590

v/la.

(2

3

B test

1s shown below:-

B2 = 0)

* 0, Sump to labei

2

CI by -l/T
) store - CI/T in 28.8
Set B2 to -76
Jump to addross hold in B3, i.e. instn (ii) of R21
Sot B2 to .zerc
Add on cnthalpy contribution
to ES
Multiply
by l/R, giving logeK in the accumulator
Enter

exponential

Held in Bl,

i.e.

subroutine,
inst"(x)

-5o-

then return

of R21

to address

of WI.

APPENDIX 4
A PROGRAMMETO CALCULATE THE ATOM RATIOS
.

The performance analysis
programmes, described in the main text of this
Note, mark in terms of the "atom ratios"
of the propellent.
Sometimes these
in which case they must be derived
from data
ratios are not given directly,
on the percentage by weight of the various constituent
COmpounds. The computatlon required,
although simple, soon becomes tedious if the propellent
contains
many compounds, or if they are of complex ohemloal CornpositIon.
Also, an error
at this stage would completely
invalidate
all further
work.
A Mercury Autocode programme, R.A.E.205 has been made to do the required
It also computes the initial
enthdpy
of the propellent,
as this
calculation.
is required
for most caloulations.
The output tape may be used directly
as
the "special
data" Input tape for programmes 201-204.
It can deal with
propellents
containing
up to 100 compounds.

.

The basic data supplied to programme R.A.E.205 starts with m,
of chemical compounds, followed
by a matrix giving the breakdown of
compounds into the six elements concerned, in the order H, C, 0, N,
For example if the first
compound was NH4C104, then the first
row of
would be 4, 0, 4, 1, 1, 0. A particular
compound is referred
to by
to the first
compound specified
in
number", item number 1 referring
item 2 to the second, etc.

the number
these
Cl and Al.
the matrix
its "item
the matrix,

The heats of fonnstlon
of the m compounds are given next (in calories/grm).
They are followed
by data for the non-reactive
additives.
Several additives
may
be listed
but only one may be included in any partxular
propellent.
The number
of additives
listed
is given first
and IS followed
by a group of three numbers
for each additive.
They are:
(i)

an item number i where m < i < 100,

(Ii)

the molecular

(iii)

the heat of formation

weight

of the additive,
of the additive.

The data described
so far will remain unchanged for many applications
of
the programme, the only likely
change boing to add further
compounds.
This
involves
altering
m, adding further
rows to the matrix for the oompositlon
of
the new compounds and specifying
their heats of formatIon.
In view of this, it
is suggested that the aiiditlves
should be allocated
itom numbers from 99 downwards, to avoid tho necessity
of rc-allocating
their item numbers each time
further
compounds are appended.
The remaining
data supplied
propellents
under investigation.
information
required,
firstly
its

to this programme relates
to the particular
For each propollent
there ere two types of
composition
and scconfiy
the types of analysis
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4

required
by Programmes 201-204.
The cornposItIon
is spcclfiod
by a series of
pairs of numbers - the item rzwber of a compound. and the percentageof this
compound present in the prop&lent,
The composxtlon data is terminated
by the
number 100 punched on the tape.
Then ~0110~s the data spoclfying
the types
of analysis required,
which is punched In exactly the same format as for
Programmes 201-204,
descrlbcd in Section IO, but the atom ratios
end also the
heat of formation
for WLSCS of type 2 ore omitted.
In fact, the output from
this progrrmmo (205) consists of this data appropriately
interspersed
with
The data is terminated
atom ratios and initial
enthalpy
(heat of formatIon).
by an esterisk
(*), except for the last propellent
when the number l,OOO,COO
is used inntead.
Data for
(5.1

Programme 205

Basic data
'The number of compounds from which a series of
propellents
is to be constructed.
The (m x 6) matrix giving the atomx content of
the compounds, the sx columns corresponding
to
the elements H, C, 0, N, Cl, Al.

The heats
cd/gn.

of formstlon

of the m compounds in

The number of additives
i

.

.
.

r

"r
.
.

.

(k < IO).

hr;
.
.,

* (k x 3)

The item numbor, molecular
rormution
of each ad&Eve.

veight

and heat of

J

.

"fioportlonal
composition

numbers other than percentages
of the propelloct.
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may be used to describe

the

Appendix
(li)

Data for

4

each propellent

Propellent

(A)

i
.

x1 I
.
!

.

.

composition

(item

I
I

loo

2TP54
.x
Prop&lent

Pairs of numbers giving
number and percentage)

Indicates

end of composition

Specifies

analysu

Indloatcs

ond of data for

data.

of type 2, 5 and le.
propellent

A.

(B)

Composition

1

T,

P,

Specifies
type 1.

T,L P2 . . . Tn P,

Indicates

1000000

and that

-

53 -

anelys~~s of several

cases of

end of date for propelled
B is the last propellcilt.

B

APPENDIX2
THE DEUCE $ELEMEi'IT PROGW!ME
The Deuce programme,
the Aiercury progrsmmo.

which uas made in 199,

uses a similar

technique

to

A temperaturo
and the atom ratios
C/II, O/II, N/H and Cl/H are specified,
togother
with a range of pressures at which equilibrium
is to be considered.
In faot, the computation
is limited
to that described as case 1 in the Mercury
programme.
Fourteen

products

of combustion

are considered;

they arc

H2’4 C02> CO, O2
H*, OH, 0, H, X2
a

NO, N, HCl, Cl*,

Methane and carbon
.

Section

Cl .

are not included.

There are three iterative
procedures
(simikr
to those
6), based on the quantities
H20, CO/CO and I!Cl.

doscribed

in

The partial
pressures of the gases at equilibrium
and tho onthalpy,
entropy,
specific
volume, molecular
weight and Cplog p are punched out on
an example of which is given overleaf.
cards, which are listed
on a proforma,
The basic data for the enthalpy and entropy of the constituents
involved
is provided
not by polynomials
in terms of tomporature,
but by sets of values
at discrete
points in the temperature
range.
In fact, for every IWoK between
1000%
and 4000°K, there are batches of punched cards for the values of enthnlpy,
entropy and equilibrium
constants which are required.
On each application
of
the progrsmme the cards appropriate
to the temperature
involved
must be selected
and placed with the other data.
The results
obtained for a typical
5 element propellent,
shown in 5.2,
obtained for the ssme mixture by means
may be conpared with the adjacent results
of the Mercury programme.
The gaseous compositions
are in reasonable
agreement;
the slight
discrepancies
aro probably duo to differences
in the equilibrium
constants.
In the Mercury programno these constants were computed, whereas for
the Deuce programme, values to four significant
figures
were provided.
Despite
the discrepancies
in composition
there is good agreement between the thermodynamic
propertics.

prrnted

$11 Xnglrmd

the .~,,~a& Atrcraft

for Her Xajesty’s
Statsonery
Rstablishnrent,
Farnborough.

Office by
Y.T.6O.K.Y.
-
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T”K
PROPELLENT

REF.

1.781509

-1

6.476&o

-1

1.613439

-1

1.613439

-1

2.920859

+i

F
=/H

1.781589

-1

1.613439

-1

5.925194

-2

O/H

l=%i
“/H
He 0

t
7.115326

+0

7.091233

+o

1.088303

-1

4.031839

+o

7.796561

-1

OH

1.145783

-2

3.704714

-2

0

5.444450

-4

3.16'2512

-1

H

-4 4.647629

-3

6.306570

+0

9.795959

-2

NO

3.414856

-5

N
1.792591

-1

7.054382

-5

r-.

HC

1.219781

l l

4.800203

-3

Cl2

-1

Cl

i

k637359

I

; 6.FlO4569 +l

-5.464431 +2

_ 1.435819 +2

2.426564 +0
3.ocaJoo +3
-

APPENDIX

5-2

I

REF.

E = 1.0,

NO.

C/H
0.17azjg
PRESSURE

O/H
a.647605

Cl/H
0.161344

N/H
0.161344

TEMPERATURE

68.0457

NUMBER OF MOLES
, MOLE OF GAS
co2
co
CH4
C
Ha0
Ha
H
02
OH
0
N3
NO
N
HCI
Cl2
CI

1.04$39.
1.c433e.
1.2614x,-10
$.86g8e.-Ia
4.agzgr.
$.gaao7.
4.64653.
I .$9912.
1.I4471,
5.44500.
9.38576.
1.43960,
5.106731
1.792$$.
l.CS895.
9.7sa71.

NUMBER OF MOLES
IN
zoo GMS OF PROPELLENT

IN

4.14egl3.
4.14068.
$.01032.-*0
z.3zg63.-xx
1.70379.
2.35038.
1.84413.
6.34666.
4.54317.
a.16103.
3.725o6.
5.71355.
z.oa678,
7.11436.
a.a0a$6.
3.87307.

-1
-1
-1
-2
-3
-3
-a
-4
-2
-3
-7
-1
-5
-3

GAS TOTALS
(MOLES)
(GMS)
CONDENSED
PHASE
C

ENTHALPY
ENTROPY
MOLECULAR
SPECIFIC
SPECIFIC

WEIGHT
VOLUME
HEAT

-j-46459.
=.4z6$g.
z.s’g63,
x.43581.
4.503asr

3c0c.00

+a
+o
+I
+a
-1

APPENDIX

5-3

-1
-1
+a
-1
-a
-3
-a
-3
-I
-3
-6
-1
-4
-a

-7

.

L

.

.

:102

PROGRAMME

REF.

APRIL

1963

E =

NO.

N/H
0.16~344

O/H
0.647685

PRESSURE

6S.0451

NUHBER
OF HOLES
I MOLE
OF GAS
COI
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RESULTS FOR CASES 2 AND 5 USING PROGRAMME 202
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RESULTS FOR CASE 4 USING PROGRAMME 202
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